Hospital Library Services Program Advisory Committee Meeting
Wednesday, June 6, 2018, 11:00 a.m.

Notes

Present: Cassey Cornish (Cayuga Medical), Laura Dixon (Bassett), Jean Jenkins (Lourdes), Catherine Knapp (UHS), David Lester (Arnot Health), Neyda Gilman (Binghamton U), Mary-Carol Lindbloom. Excused: Brad Zehr.

Welcome & introductions were made.

HLSP 2018 Program update was provided. The board approved a retooled full-time position for an outreach librarian who will also oversee the HLSP. The Council has started receiving applications; the entire staff will evaluate applicants. Some applicants have hospital library experience.

- **Grants to Individual Libraries.** These are budgeted and some tweaks will be made to the formula to account for SCRLC hospital libraries providing services to other SCRLC hospitals. The grants also take into account bed size and whether or not a hospital has a degreed librarian.

- **Electronic Resources.**
  - NEJM. This resource renews in December.
  - Stat!Ref. The renewal is due in mid-July. Recommendation: Let go of EBMCalc and RedBook. Add: Cancer Basics, Roitt's Essential Immunology, and Bate’s Guide to Physical Examination. Note: The latter is only available to the military; the other two titles were added; nothing was dropped due to one being free (EMBcalc) and the other a new addition (Red Book). Mary-Carol will talk to Robb Mackes and Stat!Ref to see if David and Jean’s StatRef subscriptions through HSLANJ can be consolidated with the HLSP subscription.
  - TDNet/Open Athens. Renews in July. Mary-Carol would like to reduce the number of participants to 4-5 in that a shared product isn’t appropriate for all 12 due to their affiliations; or, in the case of Bassett because they have librarians. (Note: They reduced the cost.)
  - Other Consortial Purchasing Opportunities? Not at this time.

Other.

- A new version of DOCLINE will be released imminently.
- Jean discovered a situation with OCLC WorldShare in that two hospitals that have not had libraries for quite some time were listed as suppliers, as was UHS, which no
longer uses OCLC. It prompted Mary-Carol to review former and current SCRLC members to ensure they were correctly listed as WorldShare suppliers.

- If the proper box is checked in SERHOLD, when changes are made to SERHOLD records they can be updated automatically through OCLC. Mary-Carol encouraged libraries to keep their holdings updated in OCLC, especially since it is so easy to do.

**Around the Table.**

- Jean is using BrowZine (as is David).
- Laura Dixon asked why you would want both TDNet and BrowZine; Jean explained they work together. Laura is re-negotiating with UpToDate to get better pricing and a couple of titles and also Wolters Kluwer—waiting to see if they have new services and will let us know.
- David mentioned that their UpToDate subscription is handled by Graduate Medical Education and split three ways.

Notes taken by Mary-Carol and Jean